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• TELi department  (30  research)
What are  we  doing?
Because  we  ALL have  a  problem
• Involving  students  in  deep,  meaningful  learning
• Critical  thinking  skills,  collaboration,  creativity…
• Inquiry  based  learning  (IBL)
• IBL  is  complex





Why we  are  here at  ISE?  (1/2)
• 1)  To  do  research
• Inquiry-­based  learning
• Support  group  work  with  technology
• 2)  To  help  teachers  in  their  job
• Strategies  &  processes
• You  can  really  change  education
Why we  are  here at  ISE?  (2/2)
• 3)  To  help  students  to  learn  better
• More  self-­directed  (groups  of)  students
• Facilitators
• Acquire  inquiry  skills
• Realize  the  meaning  of  the  inquiry  process
The  process  is  the  product
How  are  we  going to do  it?  
DojoIBL
Provides  resources,  tools and  structure to  support  IBL
DojoIBL:  Authoring  inquiry (1/4)
DojoIBL:  Student  visualization (2/4)
DojoIBL:  Student  visualization (2/4)
DojoIBL:  Example of  discussion (3/4)
DojoIBL:  Seamless interactions (4/4)
How  are  we  going to do  it?  (2/5)
• Experiment





• Research  design:  Roles vs  no  roles
• Control  (IBL  effective)
• Experimental  
• Participants:  As  much  as  possible  J
How  are  we  going to do  it?  (3/5)
• Research  questions
1. What  is  the  (quality  of)  engagement,  collaboration,  motivation  
and  level  of  understanding?
2. What  is  the  way  in  which  they  understand  the  process?  
(interdependence  of  the  tasks  and  roles;;  meaning  of  the  tasks)?
3. How  do  the  students  distribute  work?  Planning?
Discussion points  (1/2)
• What  kind  of  products  do  you  normally  ask  of  the  
students?  Essays?  Presentations?
• How  do  you   currently  help  students  focus  on  the  
learning  processes  (e.g.  how  to  collaborate)?
• How  do  students  normally  distribute  the  tasks?  
Are  there  any  naturally  emerging  roles?  
Discussion points  (2/2)
• What  do  your  moments  of  reflection  look  like  
currently?  What  do  you  focus  on  (e.g.  
collaboration?)
• What  do  your  moments  of  reflection  look  like  
currently?  What  do  you  focus  on  (e.g.  
collaboration?)
• How  much  time  could  be  assigned  for  this  and  
when?
Take-­home  message
• We  are  passionate  about  your  beautiful  job,  and  
we  really  want  to  help  you.
• We  can  change  things.  We  can  make  education  
more  engaging for  the  children.
• Supporting  the  things  you  think  are  important
“Typical  MYP  assessment  tasks  include  open-­ended,  problem-­solving  activities  and  
investigations,  organized  debates,  tests  and  examinations,  hands-­on  experimentation,  
analysis  and  reflection.  MYP  assessment  is  carried  out  by  teachers,  according  to  the  criteria  
defined  by  the  IB”
“ IB learners strive to become inquirers, knowledgeable, thinkers, communicators, principled, 






Thank  you  very  much  for  
your  attention
angel.suarez@ou.nl
fleur.prinsen@ou.nl
